
 

 

 

Quick and Easy Owl Beanie 

 

 

Supplies 

Size L/11 Crochet hook 

Size D/3 crochet hook 

Darning needle 

Pom pom maker (optional) 

MC (1) Skein Super Bulky Weight yarn (I’ve used Lion Brand Wool-eze thick and quick and several others 
around this thickness)  Tip:  You can also hold 2 strands of a worsted weight yarn together. 

Eyes:  White  (I used Lion Brand Wool-eze), Black – worsted weight 

Beak:  orange (dk-worsted) 



Tuffs: MC/White (I used same as eyes) 

 

Size 

Newborn (6-12 months, 12-24 months) 

 

 

Directions 

Notes: The hat is worked from the top down , working around the chain in a spiral.  Use a marker so you 
know where the round starts. 
 
 
 
 
Main Hat 

To begin,  Ch 12 (13, 14), turn, dc in 2nd chain from end. 
dc in each chain, 3 dc in last chain, DO NOT TURN, dc around back, on dc in each chain around to first dc. 
 
Continue in this fashion, dc in each stitch all the way around until hat measures  5 (5 ½, 6) inches.  Slip 
stitch into first stitch.  Weave in ends.   
 
Eyes: (make 2) 

Rd. 1:  Use magic ring method, form ring, 6 dc in ring.  Ss to join circle. 
Rd. 2 dc in each dc around, ss in beginning dc. 
  
Using a darning needle, and black yarn, stitch sleeping eye pattern onto eye.  Sew eyes on hat. 
 
Beak: (make 1) 

Using smaller needle chain 7 
Rd. 1:  dc in 2nd chain from beginning 
Rd.2: dc across 
Rd 3: decrease in first and last stitches 
Rd 4: dc across 
d 5: decrease in first and last stitches  
Rd 6: dc across 
Rd 7: decrease in first and last stitches, tie off 
 
Sew beak in between eyes. 
 
Using left over yarn from MC and Eyes, make two pompoms for tuffs and tie them onto the corners of 
the hat.            
 
 



 

 


